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Abstract
We consider Bayesian inference for stochastic differential equation mixed effects
models (SDEMEMs) exemplifying tumor response to treatment and regrowth in
mice. We produce an extensive study on how a SDEMEM can be fitted using
both exact inference based on pseudo-marginal MCMC and approximate inference
via Bayesian synthetic likelihoods (BSL). We investigate a two-compartments SDE-
MEM, these corresponding to the fractions of tumor cells killed by and survived
to a treatment, respectively. Case study data considers a tumor xenography study
with two treatment groups and one control, each containing 5-8 mice. Results from
the case study and from simulations indicate that the SDEMEM is able to repro-
duce the observed growth patterns and that BSL is a robust tool for inference in
SDEMEMs. Finally, we compare the fit of the SDEMEM to a similar ordinary
differential equation model. Due to small sample sizes, strong prior information is
needed to identify all model parameters in the SDEMEM and it cannot be deter-
mined which of the two models is the better in terms of predicting tumor growth
curves. In a simulation study we find that with a sample of 17 mice per group BSL
is able to identify all model parameters and distinguish treatment groups.
Keywords: intractable likelihood; pseudo-marginal MCMC; repeated measurements;
state-space model; synthetic likelihood
1 Introduction
Pre-clinical cancer trials aim at understanding the dynamics of tumor growth and evaluate
the effect of treatments such as radio- and chemotherapies in delaying this. A typical trial
involves repeated measurements of the volume of solid tumors grown in mice. Tumors are
grown until a critical size is reached, in case of which the mouse must be sacrificed for
ethical reasons, or until a planned end of study. Data from these trials pose a statistical
challenge due to the missing data caused by the sacrifice and the substantial variation in
growth patterns between subjects. Even within the same treatment group, it occurs that
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some tumors are eliminated following treatment, others continue to grow unaffected, and
yet others display a decrease in volume followed by regrowth [Laajala et al., 2012].
Heitjan et al. [1993] review traditional approaches to analysing tumor xenography
experiments, including ANOVA, MANOVA, and linear mixed models for tumor volumes.
An overall drawback of the linear models is that inference targets the mean log-volume of
the tumor, which is problematic as all large volumes are censored due to sacrifice. It has
been suggested to avoid bias by instead comparing time to sacrifice, tumor doubling time,
or a similar survival outcome, see Stuschke et al. [1990], Wu and Houghton [2009] and Wu
[2011]. However, this limits statistical efficiency as the the full information in the data
is not used. Moreover, delays and doubling times may in practice be hard to measure
accurately due to day-to-day perturbations in growth, measurement error, and discrete
time follow-up. Rank-based comparisons of composite tumor volume/time to sacrifice
outcomes is a more robust and powerful approach [Pe´ron et al., 2016]. However, this does
not offer much insight on the tumor growth dynamics and the effect of the treatment.
Also, a fully specified parametric model would be required for power calculations and
optimal design.
Demidenko [2013] reviews non-linear mixed models for tumor growth and re-growth
following treatment. In this paper we will focus on the double exponential model which
identifies two latent compartments corresponding to the fraction of the tumor which is
killed by the treatment and the one that survives. This model offers a phenomenologi-
cal explanation for the variation in individual tumor growth patterns, by recognizing a)
the proportion of the tumor killed by the treatment, b) the rate of elimination of the
dead tumor cells, and c) the growth rate of the surviving part of the tumor. Clinically
relevant quantities such as tumor doubling times, tumor growth delay and surviving frac-
tion of tumor cells can be deduced from the double exponential model (Demidenko, 2006,
Demidenko, 2010). More recent non-linear mixed model approaches specify the individual
growth curves semi-parametrically [Xia et al., 2013], or as splines (Kong and Yan, 2011,
Zhao et al., 2011). These models allow for much flexibility in individual growth curves
but do not share the biological interpretation of the double exponential or delayed double
exponential models.
A drawback of the double exponential, and other classical non-linear mixed models,
is that the only source of intra-subject variation is given by independent identically dis-
tributed measurement errors. This may not be realistic, as growth rates are subject to
day-to-day variation, due to biological processes not easily accounted for, e.g. muta-
tions in the cancer and the response of the immune system. In recent years, a number
of works have promoted the use of stochastic differential equation mixed effects models
(SDEMEMs) as a more realistic alternative to the classical nonlinear mixed models. For
instance, Donnet et al. [2010] find that a stochastic differential equation (SDE) version of
the Gompertz growth model is superior to its nonlinear deterministic mixed model coun-
terpart, for prediction of the body weight of growing chicken. Donnet and Samson [2013]
report similar findings from pharmacokinetic experiments and Whitaker et al. [2017] pro-
vide more recent references to inference for SDEMEMs. What prevents more widespread
application of SDEMEMs is that inference for nonlinear SDE models is overall challeng-
ing, even when not considering random effects and measurement errors, because SDEs
generally have intractable likelihood functions [Fuchs, 2013]. In case measurement error
occurs, the observed process is no longer Markovian and a state-space type model must be
considered [Cappe´ et al., 2006]. This paper considers inference for state-space models with
latent dynamics given by an SDE, which is performed using state-of-the-art likelihood-
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based methods employing sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) filters. More specifically, one
of our attempts to estimate model parameters applies a pseudo-marginal method (PMM,
Andrieu and Roberts, 2009) which returns exact Bayesian inference, despite employing
SMC approximations. We further consider a methodology which is able to target more
general models beyond the state space class, namely a Bayesian version of the synthetic
likelihoods (SL) approach [Price et al., 2017]. SL was initially proposed in Wood [2010]
and does not impose any assumption on the complexity of the model, the only require-
ment being the ability to simulate artificial datasets from the model. However, SL returns
approximate inference, unlike PMM. To the best of our knowledge this is the first appli-
cation of synthetic likelihoods to SDEMEMs. We show that Bayesian SL (BSL) applied
to SDEMEMs produces results qualitatively similar to the exact Bayesian methodology,
both with experimental data and with data produced in a simulation study. Further, we
find that BSL is easier to calibrate than PMM and returns results that are less sensi-
tive to calibration setup (see supplementary material). Also, BSL is able to demonstrate
a difference in treatment efficacy in a simulation study with seventeen subjects in each
treatment group, while PMM is not. Importantly, when considering applications to exper-
imental data, we find that having only 5-8 subjects per treatment group is not sufficient
to identify all model parameters accurately. Nevertheless, Bayesian inference still offers
an opportunity to perform exploratory data analyses in small scale experiments, since
informative priors based on subject-matter expertise may compensate for otherwise too
small sample sizes.
Although SDEMEMs are complex models with three layers of randomness, we conclude
that BSL should be considered an additional tool for inference in this class of models.
Moreover, in future studies BSL would allow us to investigate models beyond the state-
space type, where SMC methods might not be applicable.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contrasts the classical nonlinear
mixed models with the stochastic differential equation mixed effects models (SDEMEMs).
Section 3 explains the pseudo-marginal method for exact Bayesian inference in SDE-
MEMs. Section 4 considers inference using synthetic likelihoods. In section 5 we analyze
data from a tumor xenography study. In section 6 results from exact Bayesian infer-
ence for ordinary differential equations mixed-effects models are given. In section 7 we
run two simulation studies on artificial data. Data and software to run our experiments
are available at https://github.com/umbertopicchini/sdemem-tumor. Further results
and methodological considerations are available as supplementary material.
2 Mixed effects models of tumor growth
2.1 Ordinary mixed effects models
Denote with M the number of subjects in a given treatment group. Assume that tumor
volumes from subject i are measured at discrete time points ti0 < . . . < tini , i = 1, . . . ,M .
In a planned experiment, such as the one considered in section 5, time points will usually
be the same for all subjects, i.e. tij = tj, while the number of observations ni may differ
between subjects as the mice get sacrificed when their tumor volume exceeded a critical
size prescribed by the ethical guidelines. Denote with Vij = Vi(tj) the exact tumor volume
for subject i at time tj, j = 1, ..., ni. We model the observations as
Yij = log(Vij) + εij, i = 1, ...,M ; j = 1, ..., ni (1)
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where the εij’s are i.i.d. normally distributed measurements errors with εij ∼ N (0, σ2ε).
This means that we assume tumor volumes to be measured with multiplicative log-normal
measurement errors. In experimental practice the length and width of the tumor is
measured on the skin surface and the volume is approximated by that of an ellipsoid,
resulting in a measurement accuracy that is typically within ±20% of the true volume.
In regulated experiments the mice are sacrificed long before the tumor volumes reach
steady state. Hence, unperturbed growth in the control group is adequately described by
a simple exponential growth model. Let β1, . . . , βM denote the random subject-specific
growth rates, then the growth curves for the control group are given by
dVi(t)
dt
= βiVi(t), Vi(0) = vi,0, i = 1, ...,M. (2)
Distributional assumptions for the βi’s are in section 2.2. Of course, equation (2) is solved
explicitly by Vi(t) = vi,0e
βit. Note that with the further assumption that growth rates
are normally distributed and initial tumor volumes log-normally distributed across the
population, the observation model (1) is merely a standard linear mixed model with a
random intercept and a random slope.
If tumor volumes are observed post treatment, then the double exponential model in
Demidenko [2013] describes the total volume in terms of surviving tumor cells V surv and
cells killed by the treatment V kill as
Vi(t) = V
surv
i (t) + V
kill
i (t),
dV survi (t)
dt
= βiV
surv
i (t), V
surv
i (0) = (1− αi)vi,0, i = 1, ...,M
dV killi (t)
dt
= −δiV killi (t), V killi (0) = αivi,0.
(3)
Here αi ∈ [0, 1] denotes the proportion of the tumor that has been killed by the treatment
in subject i, while δi denotes the elimination rate for the dead tumor cells in subject i.
Equation (3) has the explicit solution Vi(t) = (1− αi)vi,0eβit + αivi,0e−δit. Distributional
assumptions for δi and αi are in section 2.2.
2.2 Stochastic differential equation mixed effects model
The assumption of time constant growth and elimination rates in the ordinary mixed
models is usually not realistic, since growth is affected by various biological processes
that are not easily accounted for (see Donnet et al., 2010 for a motivating example). We
therefore suggest to replace the ordinary differential equation model specified by (2) with
a SDE model such as the geometric Brownian motion,
dVi(t) = (βi + γ
2/2)Vi(t)dt+ γVi(t)dBi(t), Vi,0 = vi,0. (4)
Here the {Bi,t}t≥0’s are independent standard Brownian motions and γ2 denotes the
intra-subject growth rate variance. This means that the instantaneous growth rate is not
exactly βi but deviates from this by a random normal perturbation. The motivation for
including the term γ2/2 in the drift of the SDE is that the individual growth process is
then given by Vi(t) = vi,0e
βit+γBi(t) which is a log-normally distributed stochastic process
with geometric mean vi,0e
βit, which coincides with the ordinary exponential growth model
(2). With the further assumption that growth rates are distributed as βi ∼ N (β¯0, σ2β) and
initial tumor volumes as log(vi,0) ∼ N (v¯0, σ20) across the population, volumes at time tij
would follow a log-normal distribution with geometric mean v¯0e
β¯0tj which is the same as
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in the ordinary log-linear mixed model. However, in our case studies we assume vi0 to be
fixed known mathematical constants, as detailed in section 5.1.
The ordinary double exponential model (3) can similarly be replaced by a SDEMEM
with the following specification
Yij = log(Vij) + εij, i = 1, ...,M ; j = 1, ..., ni
Vi(t) = V
surv
i (t) + V
kill
i (t),
dV survi (t) = (βi + γ
2/2)V survi (t)dt+ γV
surv
i (t)dBi(t), V
surv
i (0) = (1− αi)vi,0
dV killi (t) = (−δi + τ 2/2)V killi (t)dt+ τV killi (t)dWi(t), V killi (0) = αivi,0
(5)
with random effects βi ∼ N (β¯, σ2β), δi ∼ N (δ¯, σ2δ ) and αi ∼ N[0,1](α¯, σ2α) where here
and in the following N[0,1] denotes a Gaussian distribution truncated to the interval [0,1]
(for example, this means that αi ∼ N (α¯, σ2α|0 ≤ αi ≤ 1)). The {Wi(t)}t≥0’s are addi-
tional standard Brownian motions assumed mutually independent and independent of the
{Bi(t)}t≥0’s, of the εij, of the (fixed) system initial conditions and of the random effects.
Here τ 2 denotes the intra-subject elimination rate variance. The SDEs in (5) have explicit
solutions given by V survi (t) = V
surv
i (0)e
βit+γBi(t) and V killi (t) = V
kill
i (0)e
−δit+τWi(t) respec-
tively. It is easy to simulate paths from (5) due to the independent normal increments of
the Brownian motions. Please note that, while processes log V survi (t) and log V
kill
i (t) both
have Gaussian transition densities, instead log Vi(t) is not Gaussian distributed, and this
prevents an analytic expression for the likelihood function to be found (the integrals in
equation (7) cannot be solved analytically). We choose a truncated Gaussian distribution
for the individual treatment effect αi, as this assigns strictly positive probabilities densi-
ties to the values zero and one. This is to anticipate that an effective treatment could have
the effect that tumors are completely eliminated, while an inefficient treatment might not
kill any tumor cells.
We stress that the models considered above by no means are the only possibilities for
specifying dynamical models for tumor growth. Additional random effects could be added
to the subject specific growth curves, e.g. to describe a delay in the treatment effect, a
different diffusion term could replace γVi(t)dBi(t), or a so-called stochastic growth rate
model (SGRM) could be specified by Vi(t) = exp{
∫ t
0
βi(u)du}, where the time-varying
growth rate {βi(t)}t≥0 could be modelled by e.g. an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (a con-
tinous time autoregressive process evolving around its mean β¯i). Note that, since the
integrated diffusion process in the SGRM is not a Markov process, the more general
methodology from section 4 would be needed to analyze this type of model.
3 Likelihood-based inference for SDEMEMs
In this section we discuss likelihood inference for SDEMEMs such as model (4) and (5) and
generalizations thereof. Both models can be viewed as instances of the general state-space
SDEMEM

Yij = g(Xi(tij), εij), εij ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ2εIdy)
dXi(t) = µ(Xit, t,φi)dt+ σ(Xit, t,κ)dBi(t), Xi(t0) ∼ pi0(xi(t0)|φi)
φi ∼i.i.d. p(φi|η).
(6)
where each Yij has dimension dim(Yij) = dy, dim(εij) = dy, Idy is the dy × dy identity
matrix, and Xi(t) has dimension dim(Xi(t)) = dx, with dx ≥ dy at every t. Model (6) has
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the following interpretation: for each subject i, {Xi(t)}t≥0 represents the hidden (unob-
servable) biological process of interest, with dynamics governed by the drift and diffusion
functions µ(·) and σ(·) which are assumed known, save from the the subject specific
parameters (random effects) φi and the common model parameters κ. In case of model
(5), the latent process is Xi(t) = (V
kill
i , V
surv
i ), κ = (γ, τ), φi = (logαi, log βi, log δi),
η = (α¯, β¯, δ¯, σα, σβ, σδ) andXi(t0) = (x
surv
i,0 , x
kill
i,0 ) with x
surv
i,0 = (1−αi)vi,0 and xkilli,0 = αivi,0.
Regularity conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the stochas-
tic differential equation can be found e.g. in Fuchs [2013]. Observations {Yij} are as-
sumed to consist of discrete time measurements of the latent process {Xi(t)}, perturbed
with measurement error εij via a known function g(·). E.g. model (5) is specified with
g(v, ε) = log(vkill + vsurv) + ε. Finally, the subject specific random effects φi are assumed
distributed with a density p(·|η) parametrized by the “population parameter” η. The
aim of our analysis is to perform inference for the vector parameter θ = (η,κ, σε). A
main feature of the SDEMEM (6) is its ability to discriminate between the temporal
intra-subject variability (κ), the inter-subjects variability (Var(φi)), and the measure-
ment error variance (σ2ε). Knowledge of these distinct sources of variation will be valuable
when planning experiments and performing power calculations.
It is important to notice that measurements Yij are conditionally independent given
the latent states Xij := Xi(tj) and φi, implying that (6) is a state-space model [Cappe´
et al., 2006]. This, as well as the Markov property of the latent process {Xi(t)}, is
essential for the inference methods described in this section to work. However, these are
not required properties for the methodology in section 4.
Denote with yi = {yij}j=1,...,ni the collection of observations for subject i and with
Xi = {Xij}j=1,...,ni the corresponding values of the latent process. Let y = (y1, ...,yM) ∈
Y denote the full set of measurements for all subjects in a certain experimental group.
Standard methods for frequentist as well as Bayesian estimation of the model parameters
θ require the evaluation of the likelihood function p(y|θ) = ∏Mi=1 p(yi|θ). The hidden
Markov structure implies the following derivation
p(yi|θ) =
∫
p(yi|φi;θ)p(φi|θ)dφi
=
∫ (∫
p(yi|Xi;θ)p(Xi|φi;θ)dXi
)
p(φi|θ)dφi (7)
=
∫ (∫ { ni∏
j=1
p(yij|Xij,θ)p(Xi,j|Xi,j−1,φi;θ)
}
p(Xi0|φi,θ)dXi
)
p(φi|θ)dφi.
Note that the term p(Xi0|φi,θ) vanishes in either of the cases where Xi0 is included
among the random effects or is assumed to be a known constant, Xi0 := xi0.
Function (7) is not analytically tractable. Thus, inference for SDEMEMs relies on
either more specific model assumptions, such as the latent processes being Gaussian, or
the use of computationally intensive methods. Delattre and Lavielle [2013] show how to
conduct likelihood inference in SDEMEMs using the stochastic approximate EM algorithm
(SAEM) coupled with an extended Kalman filter. Donnet and Samson [2014] propose a
particle MCMC algorithm to perform the S-step in SAEM. In either case the use of
SAEM requires explicit specification of sufficient summary statistics for the augmented
likelihood p(yi,Xi,φi|θ). While providing fast and accurate inference in models with
a latent Gaussian structure, the derivation of the summary statistics is a tedious if not
impossible task for more complex models of realistic interest. See Picchini [2018] for a
likelihood-free version of SAEM.
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Bayesian inference targets the parameter posterior distribution pi(θ|y) ∝ p(y|θ)pi(θ)
where pi(θ) is the corresponding prior distribution. Bayesian methodology for SDEMEMs
was first studied by Donnet et al. [2010] who implemented a Gibbs sampler that applies to
the case where the SDE has an explicit solution, and which can be extended to the more
general state-space model by using an Euler-Maruyama discretization. A recent review of
Bayesian inference methods for SDEMEMs can be found in Whitaker et al. [2017]. It is
important to notice that MCMC algorithms can be constructed to sample from the exact
posterior of θ, for models admitting a non-negative unbiased estimator of p(y|θ) (Beau-
mont, 2003, Andrieu and Roberts, 2009). In this spirit, we exemplify a pseudo-marginal
method (PMM, Andrieu and Roberts, 2009) using sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). The
key idea is to substitute the intractable p(y|θ) with an unbiased non-negative estimate
pˆ(y|θ), and plug this in an otherwise standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (see algo-
rithm 1). An unbiased estimate of the likelihood function can be obtained using SMC
Algorithm 1 A pseudo-marginal MCMC algorithm
1. Input: a positive integer R. Fix a starting value θ∗ or generate it from its prior pi(θ) and set θ1 := θ∗. Set a kernel
q(θ′|θ). Use algorithm 2 or the APF to obtain an unbiased estimate pˆ(y|θ∗) of p(y|θ∗). Set r = 1.
Output: R correlated draws from pi(θ|y) (possibly after a burnin).
2. Generate a θ# ∼ q(θ#|θ∗). Use algorithm 2 or the APF to obtain an unbiased estimate pˆ(y|θ#) of p(y|θ#).
3. Generate a uniform random draw u ∼ U(0, 1), and calculate the acceptance probability
α = min
[
1,
pˆ(y|θ#)
pˆ(y|θ∗) ×
q(θ∗|θ#)
q(θ#|θ∗) ×
pi(θ#)
pi(θ∗)
]
.
If u > α, set θr+1 := θr otherwise set θr+1 := θ#, θ∗ := θ# and pˆ(y|θ∗) := pˆ(y|θ#). Set r := r + 1 and go to step 4.
4. If r ≤ R repeat steps 2–3 otherwise stop.
filters, of which two popular examples are the bootstrap filter (BF, Gordon et al., 1993),
adapted in algorithm 2 below, and the auxiliary particle filter (APF, Pitt and Shephard,
1999, Pitt et al., 2012), with a version suitable for our case studies detailed in the sup-
plementary material. Here we describe the BF, as it is more approachable for a general
audience and sufficient to convey the methodology. The interested reader is referred to
the supplementary material which contains useful notes on how to implement either a BF
or an APF for model (5), as well as a comparison between BF and APF. Note that in most
cases of practical interest, the forward propagation step in both BF and APF requires a
numerical scheme, such as Euler-Maruyama (see for example Golightly and Wilkinson,
2011), though this is not the case with model (5) as the analytic solutions for V survi (t)
and V killi (t) are known (section 2.2). The approximated likelihood is
pˆ(y|θ) =
M∏
i=1
pˆ(yi|θ), (8)
and when using BF we have
pˆ(yi|θ) = pˆ(yi1|θ)
ni∏
j=2
pˆ(yij|yi,1:j−1,θ) =
ni∏
j=1
(
1
L
L∑
l=1
wlij
)
, (9)
where L is the number of particles used to propagate the latent state forward and the wlij’s
are importance weights. Strategies to tune the value of L can be found in Doucet et al.
[2015] and Sherlock et al. [2015]. In the context of our case study, results using different
values of L are compared in the supplementary material. We performed the resampling
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step using the stratified method of Kitagawa [1996]. Also, note that in sections 5–7 we
used a Gaussian kernel q(·|·) to propose parameters via the adaptive Gaussian random
walk algorithm of Haario et al. [2001].
Algorithm 2 SMC bootstrap filter (BF) for mixed-effects state-space models
Input: a positive integer L, a starting value for θ and a starting value x0. Set time t0 = 0 and corresponding starting
states Xi0 = xi0. We use the convention that all steps involving the index l must be performed for all l ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
Output: all the pˆ(yij |yi,1:j−1), i = 1, ...,M ; j = 1, ..., ni.
for i = 1, ...,M do
draw φli ∼ p(φi|θ)
if j = 1 then
Sample xli1 ∼ p(xi1|xi0,φli;θ).
Compute wli1 = p(yi1|xli1) and pˆ(yi1) =
∑L
l=1 w
l
i1/L.
Normalization: w˜li1 := w
l
i1/
∑L
l=1 w
l
i1. Interpret w˜
l
i1 as a probability associated to x
l
i1.
Resampling: sample L times with replacement from the probability distribution {xli1, w˜li1}. Denote the sampled
particles with x˜li1.
end if
for j = 2, ..., ni do
Forward propagation: sample xlij ∼ p(xij |x˜li,j−1,φli;θ).
Compute wlij = p(yij |xlij) and normalise w˜lij := wlij/
∑L
l=1 w
l
ij
Compute pˆ(yij |yi,1:j−1) =
∑L
l=1 w
l
ij/L
Resample L times with replacement from {xlij , w˜lij}. Sampled particles are x˜lij .
end for
end for
The main distinction between model (6) and other state-space models is that latent
states are subject specific and can be further decomposed into a time-dependent compo-
nent Xi and a time-independent component φi. Therefore, when applying SMC we first
draw φi and then, conditionally on such draw, we propagate forward particles correspond-
ing to the states Xi. As proven by Del Moral [2004] and Pitt et al. [2012], each individual
estimate (9) produced by BF and APF is unbiased (where the expectation is taken with
respect to the distribution used to generate all the random variables employed in the SMC
approximation). Since measurements from different subjects are assumed independent, it
follows that pˆ(y|θ) in (8) is an unbiased estimator for p(y|θ). Due to this, parameters
drawn according to algorithm 1 have stationary distribution pi(θ|y) (after a burn-in), for
any number of particles L (Beaumont, 2003, Andrieu and Roberts, 2009).
4 Approximate inference for SDEMEMs using syn-
thetic likelihoods
In this section we discuss approximate Bayesian inference for SDEMEMs using synthetic
likelihoods [Wood, 2010]. Similarly to approximate Bayesian computation (ABC, see
Marin et al., 2012 for a review), the synthetic likelihoods methodology is a black-box
approach solely relying on simulations from the assumed data-generating model. It is
therefore a tool suitable for models having an otherwise intractable likelihood. It is
important to notice that both ABC and SL do not require the model to have a state-
space representation. Compared to exact methods, the drawbacks of the approximate
methodologies is the loss of statistical efficiency and a need to validate their performance
on a case to case basis.
Similarly to ABC, SL relies on a set of carefully selected summary statistics for the
data s := s(y). However, while in ABC no assumption is made for the distribution of
s, SL assumes that summary statistics follow a multivariate normal distribution, s ∼
N (µ(θ),Σ(θ)) (see Fasiolo et al., 2018 and An et al., 2018 on relaxing this assumption).
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If this holds true, and if parameters in θ can be identified from µ(θ) and Σ(θ), then
inference for θ can be based on the Gaussian likelihood of s instead of the intractable
likelihood of y. Most often µ(θ) and Σ(θ) are unknown functions which have to be
approximated with simulations. Hence synthetic likelihoods can be viewed as an instance
of the simulated method of moments [McFadden, 1989].
The implementation of SL is straightforward. For a given θ, N synthetic datasets
y∗1, ...,y∗N are generated independently from the model, hence each entry in the vector
y∗n belongs to the space Y (see the notation in section 3) and dim(y∗n) = dim(y),
n = 1, ..., N . Summary statistics s∗n = s(y∗n) are computed for each simulated dataset
and from these we obtain the estimates:
µˆN(θ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
s∗n, ΣˆN(θ) =
1
N − 1
N∑
n=1
(s∗n − µˆN(θ))(s∗n − µˆN(θ))′.
When applying SL to SDEMEMs it is important that summary statistics reflect the
hierarchical structure of the model. That is, in order to anticipate the intra- and inter-
individual variation of the experimental data we construct subject-specific summaries
si := s
intra(yi) for i = 1, . . . ,M , as well as summaries that represent inter-individuals
variation between all subjects sinter := sinter(y1, ...,yM), so that s = (s1, ..., sM , s
inter).
The summaries used in our case study are described in section 5.2.
Approximate normality for summary statistics can often be argued theoretically, by
appealing to the central limit theorem (CLT). If the sample size is small or the summary
statistics do not admit a CLT, then the normal assumption would have to be verified
empirically using simulations, see Wood [2010] for details.
Here we follow Price et al. [2017], who proposed a fully Bayesian approach, henceforth
referred to as Bayesian SL (BSL). A BSL procedure samples from the exact posterior
pi(θ|s) without incurring any bias caused by a finite N (note that “exact” sampling is
ensured only if the distribution of s is really Gaussian). The key feature exploits the
idea underlying the pseudo-marginal method discussed in section 3, where an unbiased
estimator is used in place of the unknown likelihood function. Price et al. [2017] noted
that plugging-in the estimates µˆN(θ) and ΣˆN(θ) into the Gaussian likelihood p(s|θ) in
general results in a biased estimator pN(s|θ) of p(s|θ). However, this can be avoided by
instead adopting the unbiased estimator of Ghurye and Olkin [1969]:
pˆ(s|θ) = (2pi)−d/2 c(d,N − 2)
c(d,N − 1)(1− 1/N)d/2 |(N − 1)ΣˆN(θ)|
−(n−d−2)/2
×
{
ψ
(
(N − 1)ΣˆN(θ)− (s− µˆN(θ))(s− µˆN(θ))′/(1− 1/N)
)}(N−d−3)/2
. (10)
Here pi denotes the mathematical constant (not the prior), d = dim(s), N is assumed to
satisfy N > d+ 3, and for a square matrix A the function ψ(A) is defined as ψ(A) = |A|
if A is positive definite and ψ(A) = 0 otherwise, where |A| is the determinant of A.
Finally c(k, v) = 2−kv/2pi−k(k−1)/4/
∏k
i=1 Γ(
1
2
(v − i+ 1)).
To produce inference for SDEMEMs with BSL we can use Algorithm 3 below, in
analogy with algorithm 1 in section 3. The former merely uses SL to draw from the
posterior pi(θ|s) instead of pi(θ|y), assuming that s follows a Gaussian distribution. In
our case studies, we use algorithm 3 to estimate the model parameters of the SDEMEMs
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Algorithm 3 Bayesian synthetic likelihoods (BSL)
Input: a positive integer R. The observed summary statistics s. Fix a starting value θ∗ or generate it from the prior
pi(θ). Set θ1 = θ∗. Choose a kernel q(θ′|θ). Set r = 1.
Output: R correlated samples from pi(θ|s).
1. Conditionally on θ∗ generate independently N summaries s∗1, ..., s∗N , compute moments µˆN (θ∗), ΣˆN (θ∗) and
pˆ(s|θ∗) from (10).
2. Generate a θ# ∼ q(θ#|θ∗). Conditionally on θ# generate independently s#1, ..., s#N , compute µˆN (θ#), ΣˆN (θ#)
and pˆ(s|θ#).
3. Generate a uniform random draw u ∼ U(0, 1), and calculate the acceptance probability
α = min
[
1,
pˆ(s|θ#)
pˆ(s|θ∗) ×
q(θ∗|θ#)
q(θ#|θ∗) ×
pi(θ#)
pi(θ∗)
]
.
If u > α, set θr+1 := θr otherwise set θr+1 := θ#, θ∗ := θ# and pˆ(s|θ∗) := pˆ(s|θ#). Set r := r + 1 and go to step 4.
4. Repeat steps 2–3 as long as r ≤ R.
(4) and (5). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of the synthetic
likelihood methodology to SDEMEMs. We refer to section 5.2 and the supplementary
material for further considerations on the implementation of BSL.
Note that one of the main conclusion we get from analyzing experimental data (section
5) is that the sample sizes are too small to obtain accurate inference for all model param-
eters. Most importantly, it is difficult to identify the mean treatment efficacy α¯ between
different treatment groups both with BSL and PMM. Interestingly, our simulation study
(section 7) suggests that with a moderately larger sample size, BSL is able to identify α¯
while PMM is not.
5 Case study
We consider data from a tumor xenography study originally including four treatment
groups (1: chemo therapy, 2: radiation therapy, 3: combination therapy I, 4: combination
therapy II), and one untreated control (group 5). Each group consists of 7-8 mice. Mice
were followed up on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays for six consecutive weeks or
until their tumor volume exceeded 1,000 mm3, in which case the mouse was sacrificed as
prescribed by the Danish legislation for the use of animals in scientific research. In groups
2 and 4 about half of the mice were sacrificed within the treatment period or shortly after,
and due to the reduced sample sizes these will not be considered any further.
Treatment in equal size doses was applied on days 1, 4, and 6 of the study. Afterwards
no treatment was administered. The repeated measurements of tumor volumes in the
three remaining groups are shown in Figure 1. It is obvious that growth patterns vary
substantially between subjects. In the untreated control group a single mouse with a
slowly growing tumor survived for 32 days before sacrifice while all other untreated mice
were sacrificed within 10 days. In the active treatment groups we see patterns of decay
followed by regrowth which match the characteristic shape of the double exponential curve.
In the same groups we also see tumors that appear to grow continuously, unaffected by the
treatment. An outlying mouse in group 1 appears to present a slowly vanishing tumor.
Most likely the implanted tumor cells never grew to form a tumor in this mouse in the
first place, hence its data was excluded from the analyses. Several mice display tumor
volumes that are stable over shorter durations of time. These stable periods deviate from
the growth patterns of the ordinary simple and double exponential mixed models, but can
be explained by the random variations in growth and decay rates which are modeled in
the double exponential SDEMEM. We applied the double exponential SDEMEM (5) to
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model the post-treatment log-volumes, i.e. starting from (and including) day 6. Separate
model fits were obtained for treatment groups 1 and 3. Tumor growth in the untreated
controls (group 5) was modeled with the simple exponential SDEMEM (4) starting from
day 1 of the study.
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Figure 1: Data of log-volumes (mm3) for three treatment groups.
For Bayesian analysis of the double exponential SDEMEM (5) we choose a truncated
Gaussian prior on the average treatment effect α¯ ∼ N[0,1](0.6, 0.22). Note that this assigns
strictly positive probabilities to the values zero and one. This is to anticipate that an
effective treatment could have the effect that tumors are completely eliminated, while an
inefficient treatment might not kill any tumor cells at all. For the remaining parameters
in (5) we choose priors log β¯ ∼ N (0.7, 0.62), log δ¯ ∼ N (0.7, 0.62), σβ ∼ InvGam(4, 2),
σδ ∼ InvGam(4, 2), σα ∼ InvGam(5, 1.5), γ ∼ InvGam(5, 7), τ ∼ InvGam(5, 7), and
σε ∼ InvGam(2, 1), where InvGam(a, b) denotes the inverse-Gamma distribution with
shape a and scale b. Note that positive model parameters have been reparametrised
by their logarithms. We refer to the supplementary material for BSL results obtained
using less informative priors. To enhance numerical stability the observational times were
scaled as tij = tij/tmax ∈ [0, 1], since tmax =39 days was the maximum time of follow-up
after which the remaining mice were sacrificed. Parameter estimates should be interpreted
accordingly. Software and data are available at https://github.com/umbertopicchini/
sdemem-tumor.
5.1 Results using exact Bayesian inference
We fitted model (5) separately for groups 1 and 3 using the pseudo-marginal (PMM)
algorithm, as described in Section 3. Unbiased estimates of the likelihood function were
obtained via the auxiliary particle filter (APF). For each subject, vi0 = yi1 was considered
a known constant. Recall, however, that in model (5) initial states vsurvi0 and v
kill
i0 depend
also on αi. Algorithm 1 was initialized at log β¯ = 1.6, log δ¯ = 1.6, log α¯ = −0.36,
log γ = 0, log τ = 0, log σβ = −0.7, log σδ = −0.7, log σα = −2.3, log σε = 0. We used
L = 2, 000 particles and L2 = 5 (the number of particles propagated from each of the L
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particles to compute first stage weights, see the supplementary material). Chains of length
R = 20, 000 were produced and the computation took about 53 minutes for treatment
group 1 (M = 5), and 167 minutes for treatment group 3 (M = 8) with a Matlab code
running on a Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHz. For both groups, average acceptance rates
observed during the execution of algorithm 1 were equal to 30%. The chains convergence
were verified using the scale reduction factor Rˆ [Gelman and Rubin, 1992] as implemented
in R’s coda package [Plummer et al., 2006]. We considered three chains initialized at very
dispersed values compared to the marginal posteriors. All values for Rˆ were below 1.1
except for σα (Rˆ = 1.2), hence the chains appear to have converged.
Results are shown in Table 1 (the initial 10,000 draws were discarded as burn-in).
The treatment efficacy is estimated at α¯ = 60% in group 3 and at α¯ = 52% in group 1,
however the corresponding posteriors are very wide in both groups. Thus it is not possible
to draw conclusions on differences in treatment efficacy between the two groups (posterior
marginal of the difference of the two efficacies not shown). In section 7.1 we show that
having larger sample sizes enables a much better identification of the treatments efficacy
α¯ if inference is made with BSL. Note that posteriors for log β¯, γ, τ and σε are informative
when compared to their priors. Also, the estimate for β¯ is higher in group 1 than in group
3, as it should be by looking at Figure 1 (recall that in group 1 the decaying growth curve
was excluded prior to analysis). It is reassuring that the measurement error variance is
estimated consistently as σˆε ' 0.1 − 0.2 in all groups. This means that tumor volumes
were measured with a relative accuracy approximately within ±20%, which is realistic for
an experiment of this type. On the other hand, we found the marginal posterior for σα
to be highly sensitive to the choice of its prior; that is the posterior distribution followed
the shape of the prior, regardless of the choice of hyperparameters.
The one-compartment model (4) was fitted to the untreated controls (group 5). The
priors were the same as for the corresponding parameters in the two-compartments model
(5). Parameter estimates are shown in Table 1. Estimates of the mean population growth
rate β¯ are higher than for groups 1–3, and the diffusion coefficient γ is also higher than
the corresponding stochasticities for the two-compartment models, but credibility intervals
are wide. The measurement error standard deviation σε is compatible with the previous
model fits, which is reassuring.
To make a rough assessment of whether model (5) is realistic compared to the data,
we simulated growth curves using the posterior means estimated with PMM (Table 1).
The simulations are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The overall impression is that model (5)
is capable of generating growth dynamics that are similar to the experimental data. A
more thorough comparison is produced using posterior predictive checks in section 5.2.1.
A comparison between PMM using the bootstrap and auxiliary particle filters (BF
vs APF) is presented in the supplementary material. We found that results obtained
with APF are more stable. This is no surprise as BF is known to degenerate when the
measurements error is small (in our case σε is more than an order of magnitude smaller
than the typical log-volumes). Moreover we compared PMM to BSL (see in addition
next section) finding that results from PMM seem sensitive to the number of particles L,
whereas BSL is less affected by the number of simulated datasets N .
5.2 Results using synthetic likelihoods
The application of the synthetic likelihood (SL) methodology from section 4 relies on a
selection of summary statistics. Therefore, before presenting any results, we first describe
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Table 1: Posterior means and 95% posterior intervals: for each parameter we first report exact Bayesian
inference using the pseudo-marginal method PMM and then approximate inference using synthetic like-
lihoods estimation BSL.
group 1 group 3 group 5
β¯ 5.81 [3.82,7.83] 3.33 [2.07,4.64] 6.70 [4.09,8.90]
6.59 [4.90,8.75] 3.93 [2.93,5.04] 7.48 [6.20,8.98]
δ¯ 1.84 [0.68,4.59] 1.14 [0.40,2.32] –
1.90 [0.53,4.69] 1.52 [0.43,3.68]
α¯ 0.52 [0.24,0.84] 0.60 [0.31,0.91] –
0.41 [0.13,0.74] 0.47 [0.17,0.84]
γ 1.13 [0.66,1.71] 1.09 [0.70,1.52] 1.49 [1.07,2.09]
1.03 [0.63,1.42] 0.92 [0.56,1.32] 1.64 [1.26,2.15]
τ 1.50 [0.68,2.98] 1.82 [1.02,2.63] –
1.51 [0.71,2.77] 1.75 [1.03,2.64]
σβ 0.61 [0.23,1.37] 0.51 [0.19,1.67] 0.68 [0.23,1.96]
0.55 [0.25,1.19] 0.59 [0.23,1.28] 0.40 [0.27,0.60]
σδ 0.67 [0.24,1.68] 0.76 [0.26,2.23] –
0.66 [0.23,1.74] 0.71 [0.25,1.91]
σα 0.37 [0.16,0.74] 0.29 [0.15,0.48] –
0.30 [0.14,0.68] 0.43 [0.14,1.16]
σε 0.22 [0.19,0.30] 0.20 [0.19,0.23] 0.23 [0.20,0.31]
0.17 [0.10,0.28] 0.11 [0.07,0.17] 0.18 [0.11,0.29]
how our chosen summary statistics were constructed.
Summary statistics: We first define the components for each individual (vector) sum-
mary si := s
intra(yi): (i) the mean absolute deviation for the repeated measurements
MAD{yij}j=1:ni (ii) the slope of the line segment connecting the first and the last obser-
vation, (yi(tni)−yi(t1))/(tni−t1); (iii+iv) the values of the first and second measurements
yi1 and yi2; (v) the estimated slope of a first order autoregressive fit of the repeated mea-
surements, that is βˆi1 from the regression E(yij) = βi0 + βi1yi,j−1. Note that when fitting
model (4) to the control group, the last summary statistic was dropped to prevent ΣN(θ)
from becoming singular (several mice had only two observations so that the second and
fifth summary were perfectly correlated). Additional inter-individual (population) sum-
mary statistics sinter are: (i) MAD{yi1}i=1:M , the mean absolute deviation between sub-
jects at the first time point (day 6 for the active treatment groups and day 1 for the
control group); (ii) the same as in (i) but for the second time point; (iii) the same as in
(i) but for the last time point. Therefore when fitting group 3 (M = 8 subjects) the total
vector of summaries s contains 43 features, since we have 5 features per subject plus 3
inter-individuals features. In absence of previous literature considering the construction
of summary statistics for SDEMEMs, our custom-made summaries follow common sense
intuition. For example it seems reasonable to include into sintra(yi) a robust measure
of variability (MAD) for individual trajectories. Also, since the overall behavior of the
trajectories is increasing, we believe the slope of the line connecting first and last obser-
vations can give insight on the volume growth rate. Similarly, the values of the first two
individual measurements could represent an assessment of the initial growth. The first
order autocorrelation is a standard measure of information in dynamic models. Similarly,
we assess variation between-subjects using sinter: to this end we assess the variation be-
tween trajectories at several sampling times, in our case by using MAD on measurements
from three different times points.
Results using BSL: We use N = 3, 000 simulated datasets to construct the synthetic
likelihood approximation at each value of θ, and run R = 20, 000 iterations of the BSL
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Figure 2: Treatment group 3, exact posteriors via PMM using the auxiliary particle filter (solid lines),
synthetic likelihoods posteriors (dashed) and prior densities (dotted gray). The prior density for σε was
multiplied by 4 for ease of display.
algorithm 3, as described in section 4. For group 5, due to the small number of subjects,
we doubled N to N = 6, 000 (otherwise we obtain a very variable synthetic likelihood,
whose occasional overestimation causes stickiness in the chains). For comparability, we
adopted the same priors and initial parameter values as in the exact Bayesian analysis.
During the execution of the algorithm we observed an acceptance rate of about 30% and
the procedure required about 520 seconds for group 3 (M = 8 subjects). We checked
the convergence of three chains initialized at the same dispersed values used to assess the
convergence of PMM. For each parameter the Rˆ value was below 1.04, hence the chains
are converging.
Posterior estimates obtained with BSL (discarding a burn-in of 10,000 iterations) are
compared with PMM in Table 1, and the approximate marginals for group 3 are compared
in Figure 2. Although some differences in posterior means are found between BSL and
PMM, these appear to be of minor consequence to the anticipated growth patterns. Figure
5 shows simulated growth curves (based on the posterior means estimated with BSL)
that are overall similar to Figure 4, which was obtained using the corresponding PMM
estimates. A more careful evaluation of the BSL model fit is carried out using posterior
predictive checks in section 5.2.1 below. All of the selected summary statistics were found
to be approximately normally distributed (see supplementary material).
Additional analyses reported in the supplementary material show that BSL returns
results that are closer to those from PMM, provided that PMM is run with a larger number
of particles (say, L = 3, 000) and moreover that BSL is less sensitive to the specific choice
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Figure 3: Fitted data in group 1 (top left) and three realizations from model (5) estimated with exact
Bayesian methodology (remaining plots). Top left panel does not report data for one excluded mouse.
Recall for this group measurements at days 1 and 4 were disregarded during estimation, hence times on
abscissas start at day 6.
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Figure 4: Fitted data in group 3 (top left) and three realizations from model (5) estimated with exact
Bayesian methodology (remaining plots). Recall for this group measurements at days 1 and 4 were
disregarded during estimation, hence times on abscissas start at day 6.
of N than PMM is to the choice of L. Furthermore we investigated the effect of using less
informative priors for log δ¯, σβ and σδ. The conclusion is that the considered volume of
data is not informative enough for these parameters, that is the information carried by the
model is unable to depart from the prior information for σβ and σδ. The (log-)elimination
rate log δ¯ does depart from its prior, but at the expense of increased variability.
Comparing computational times between BSL and PMM in a fair way is difficult,
since the two algorithms have a completely different structure. Both methods perform
similarly in terms of acceptance rate (30% in both cases) however in terms of raw numbers,
PMM is clearly more intensive since at each MCMC iteration the model is simulated
L × L2 = 10, 000 times, while for BSL the model is simulated only N = 3, 000 times
(plus the overhead time needed to compute summary statistics out of each simulated
trajectory). Given the above, 1,000 MCMC iterations using data from group 3 require
8.35 minutes with PMM and 0.44 minutes with BSL.
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Figure 5: Group 3: two realizations from model (5) estimated with synthetic likelihoods.
5.2.1 Posterior predictive checks
Posterior predictive checks were made for data in group 3, following the reasoning and
notation in the supplementary material. We used the 10,000 draws produced as output of
the BSL algorithm 3 (after burn-in) to simulate corresponding 10,000 independent sets of
summaries from the posterior predictive distribution. Next, these were compared with the
observed summaries from the experimental data. Since M = 8 subjects are considered,
each s∗ contains 43 summaries. Figure 6 shows the histograms for the three inter-subject
summaries while the intra-subject summaries for subject 1 are shown in Figure 7. Cor-
responding plots for the remaining subjects can be found in the supplementary material.
Regarding the inter-subjects summaries, the model generates summaries that are compa-
rable to the corresponding observed summaries. Regarding the intra-subjects summaries
for subject 1, the estimated model complies well with the observed summaries, except for
sintra5 which seems less plausible. However, for the other subjects, the observed s
intra
5 is
highly probable under p(s∗|s) (see supplementary material).
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Figure 6: Posterior predictive checks for group 3 generated from BSL. Simulated inter-subjects sum-
maries sinter1 (top-left), s
inter
2 (top-right) and s
inter
3 (bottom). Vertical lines mark the values for the
corresponding statistics from the observed data.
6 Comparison to an ODE mixed-effects model
While SDEMEMs may have a better chance to capture real life within- and between-
subjects variability, inference is complicated by the need to make delicate implementation
and calibration decisions for the simulations setup, in order to approximate their likeli-
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mark the values for the corresponding statistics from the observed data.
hoods. On the opposite side, ordinary differential equation mixed-effects models (ODE-
MEMs) have tractable likelihood functions, and can be analyzed with off-the-shelf software
utilizing robust MCMC inference via Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [Betancourt, 2017], where
exploration of the posterior surface is guided by exact gradients.
For a comparison of the two model types we have fitted the ODEMEM (1)–(3)
separately to data from treatment groups 1 and 3. Parameters of interest are θ =
(β¯, δ¯, α¯, σβ, σδ, σα). Inference based on 20,000 draws from the true posterior pi(θ|y) is
presented in Table 2 (see supplementary material for details). We note that the estimated
mean growth and decay rates (β¯ and δ¯ respectively) from the ODEMEMs are higher com-
pared to those estimated from the SDEMEMs. Importantly, estimated residual variation
σε here is 3-4 times larger than for the SDEMEMs. Also, marginal posteriors are wider
for all parameters. In particular, identification of α¯ remains elusive in both groups. In
analogy with section 5.2.1 we performed posterior predictive checks to evaluate the fit
of the ODEMEM for group 3. Results are shown in the supplementary material. These
indicate a better fit for subject 1 than the one obtained using SDEMEMs.
However, larger sample sizes (or more frequent measurements over time) are needed
to determine which model performs best in terms of both in-sample and out of sample
predictions.
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Table 2: Posterior means and 95% posterior intervals from exact Bayesian inference for the ODEMEMs.
group 1 group 3
β¯ 9.93 [6.90,13.30] 5.71 [3.43,7.48]
δ¯ 2.24 [0.68,5.58] 1.77 [0.63,4.02]
α¯ 0.42 [0.08,0.80] 0.46 [0.09,0.82]
σβ 0.69 [0.23,2.01] 1.87 [0.47,3.81]
σδ 0.59 [0.22,1.44] 0.54 [0.22,1.22]
σα 0.36 [0.14,0.91] 0.46 [0.16,1.15]
σε 0.76 [0.56,1.04] 0.60 [0.51,0.72]
7 Simulation studies
We have conducted a small-scale simulation study to investigate the statistical properties
of PMM and BSL in the context of the SDEMEM (5).
Thirty datasets were generated independently from the model with ground-truth pa-
rameters θ0 set to the posterior means obtained with exact Bayesian methodology on
group 3, as found in Table 1 except for α¯ which was set to 0.75 for consistency with
the simulation study in section 7.1 below. Each simulated dataset has measurements for
M = 8 subjects, with observational times identical to those of group 3, and growth curves
initiated at the same values vi,0 as in the previous sections. To each of the generated
datasets we applied both PMM and BSL, initializing the algorithms at the same start-
ing parameters as in previous analyses and using the same setup as in the case-study,
where PMM uses L = 2, 000 particles and L2 = 5 and the Bayesian synthetic likelihoods
approach uses N = 3, 000. We collected the thirty posterior means θˆb and computed
their median biases and root mean square errors (RMSE)
√∑30
b=1(θˆb − θ0)′(θˆb − θ0)/30.
Results obtained with PMM and BSL are similar, except for δ¯, see Table 3 and Figure
8–9. Figure 9 considers boxplots of the difference of the posterior means biases, so that
a positive difference for a given parameter implies that the bias is larger (in absolute
value) when PMM is used. Figure 9 seems to suggest a slightly better performance of
BSL compared to PMM. However, the number of repetitions B = 30 is too small to be
conclusive. Unfortunately, performing a larger simulation study would be computation-
ally very intensive. Running only thirty simulations required about 41 hours with PMM
and 7 hours with BSL. In the next section we explore the effect of increasing the number
of subjects for a single experiment.
Table 3: Simulation study with M = 8 subjects: true parameter values (θ0), median bias and RSME
using the pseudo-marginal MCMC method (PMM) and Bayesian synthetic likelihoods (BSL).
β¯ δ¯ α¯ γ τ σβ σδ σα σε
θ0 3.33 1.14 0.75 1.09 1.82 0.51 0.76 0.29 0.20
PMM
bias -1.05 -0.54 -0.21 -0.26 -0.51 -0.019 -0.211 0.039 0.121
RMSE 1.09 0.60 0.21 0.27 0.51 0.039 0.213 0.045 0.129
BSL
bias -0.93 0.29 -0.28 -0.26 -0.67 -0.039 -0.213 0.001 0.143
RMSE 1.07 0.44 0.30 0.27 0.62 0.053 0.216 0.033 0.161
7.1 Results using larger sample sizes
In order to investigate whether the problems we had in identifying the model parameters
cease if sample size is increased, we simulated two datasets corresponding to two groups,
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Posterior means bias
Figure 8: Simulation study with M = 8 subjects: boxplots of the bias of thirty posterior means obtained
with PMM and BSL. Starting from the left side: bias of β¯ obtained via PMM, then the bias of β¯ obtained
via BSL, and so on.
Difference of biases
Figure 9: Simulation study with M = 8 subjects: boxplots of the difference of the biases shown in
Figure 8, namely bias(PMM)-bias(BSL). A black line marks a difference of biases equal to zero.
each containing M = 17 subjects but having different treatment efficacies. The model
parameters for the first group, D1, was set to the same values as for the PMM estimates
for group 1 in Table 1, except for α¯, here set to α¯ = 0.35 (low treatment efficacy). The
model parameters for the second group, D2, was set to the same values as for the PMM
estimates for group 3 in Table 1, except for α¯, here set to α¯ = 0.75 (high treatment
efficacy). We applied both BSL and PMM to analyze the data, initializing the algorithms
at the same starting values as in previous sections. Because of the increased sample size
(hence a larger spread of data points) we use a larger number of simulations N = 6, 000
with BSL while for PMM we use L = 5, 000 and L2 = 10. Posteriors are in Figure 10.
BSL results: Figure 10 shows that the mean growth rates β¯ for the surviving tumor
cells are correctly identified, with a higher growth rate for D1 than for D2, and the
two posteriors for β¯ are well separated. Compared to the smaller sample size M = 8
(Figure 2) the mean treatment efficacy α¯ is much better identified. Please note that the
posterior for α¯ in D2 shows a better identification of the ground truth parameter, than
in D1. This most likely due to the longer trajectories in D2 (subjects survive longer).
The separation between the two marginal posteriors suggests that we could obtain more
accurate inferences for treatments efficacy in real data using BSL. We further note that the
residual variability σε is difficult to identify with high precision. Given that for log-normal
data the coefficient of variation is given by
√
exp(σ2ε)− 1, and since the four marginals
in subfigure 10(i) suggest an estimate σˆε ≈ 0.3, we obtain an estimated coefficient of
variation of about 0.31. The true coefficient of variation equals 0.20.
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PMM results: The most notable difference between BSL and PMM is that PMM
is unable to identify α¯ both for D1 and D2. The posteriors for the remaining model
parameters are overall similar. Given that BSL is an approximate methodology, some
differences between the two methods are expected. We believe that the failure to identify α¯
points to the need of improving the way the PMM algorithm is constructed. Currently the
random effects (logαi, log βi, log δi) are simulated from their unconditional distributions,
e.g. logαi ∼ N[0,1](α¯, σ2α), instead of being simulated from a distribution conditional on
data. How to construct such distributions is left for future research, but clearly “blind”
simulation of αi comes at a cost, as this enters the starting conditions for the dynamics
in equation (5). BSL also propagates random effects blindly, but it explicitly encodes
information on the population variability via the sinter statistics.
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Figure 10: Posteriors based on simulated data with M = 17 subjects D1 (dashed curves) and D2 (solid
lines), obtained with BSL (black) and PMM (blue). Dashed vertical lines are ground-truth parameters
for D1. Solid vertical lines are ground-truth parameters for D2. Dotted lines are prior densities.
8 Summary
We have introduced a new mixed effects model for the analysis of repeated measurements
of tumor volumes in mice in a tumor xenograpy study. For each subject the dynamics for
the exact, unobservable, tumor volumes are modeled by stochastic differential equations
(SDEs), while observed volumes are assumed perturbed with measurement error. The
resulting model is a stochastic differential mixed effects model (SDEMEM), which is of
state-space type. SDEMEMs provide a very useful representation for repeated measure-
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ment data since they are able to distinguish several sources of variability, in the present
example: intra-individual temporal variability, biologic variability between subjects, and
measurement error (residual variability). We considered two different SDEMEMs: one for
unperturbed growth, modelling an untreated control group, and one for tumor (re)growth
following an active treatment such as chemo- or radiation therapy. The former is a one-
compartment model while the latter is a two compartments model. The two compartments
represent the unobserved fraction of tumor cells that has been killed by the treatment
(V kill) and the unobserved fraction that has survived the treatment (V surv), respectively.
Hence the model extends the classical double exponential model by including random
perturbations in the growth dynamics.
Parameter inference for the SDEMEM is difficult for several reasons. One is the
intractability of the likelihood function. Another reason is that model parameters are
difficult to identify, since data consist of noisy measurements of the total tumor vol-
ume V = V surv + V surv, not the separate compartments. Finally, most tumor xenograft
studies are performed with small sample sizes. We have considered methods for exact
and approximate Bayesian inference to overcome this. In particular, we have compared
approximate Bayesian inference using the synthetic likelihood (BSL) approach to exact
Bayesian inference using a pseudo-marginal method (PMM). BSL bases inference on the
likelihood function of normally distributed summary statistics, instead of the intractable
likelihood function of the actual data. The efficiency of the resulting estimator relies on
the choice of the summary statistics. For the application to SDEMEMs we advocated
the use of subject specific summaries, which can be further comprised over groups by
taking averages and computing covariances. In an application to a tumor xenography
study with two active treatment groups and an untreated control, comprising data from
5-8 subjects in each group, we found that inference results produced by BSL are similar to
those from PMM, indicating that our choice of summary statistics was appropriate. The
small sample bias was similar between the two methods. A further advantage of synthetic
likelihoods is that, unlike exact particle-based inference, it can be applied to models other
than the state-space type, thus inference could be extended to other stochastic growth rate
models than state-space SDEMEMs. Also, results obtained with BSL are quite robust
to the simulation setup (i.e. to the number of simulated datasets per MCMC iteration),
whereas our specific implementation of the PMM seems much more sensitive to changes
in the number of considered particles (see supplementary material). Improvements with
PMM could be achieved with further research on simulating random effects conditionally
to data.
A finding from the case study was that larger sample sizes are needed to identify all
model parameters and obtain accurate estimates of the treatment contrasts. This was
confirmed in a simulation study considering eight and seventeen subjects, where BSL was
able to identify treatment contrasts with seventeen subjects in each group while PMM
was not.
We have compared the fit of the SDEMEM for the two treatment groups in the case
study with that of a ODE mixed-effects model, assuming no within-subject variation in
growth and elimination rates over time. The ODE mixed-effects model appears to fit
the case study data well, but parameters have larger uncertainties and residual variation
is much larger than for the SDEMEM. Unfortunately, the small sample sizes prevent us
from determining which model is truly the better. Hence, overall realistic modeling of
tumor growth dynamics in response to treatment remains an open question. Although we
recommend larger sample sizes for obtaining valid statistical inference, Bayesian inference
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may still be used to perform exploratory analyses in small scale experiments. In the latter
case, judicious informative priors based on subject matter expertise may compensate for
the otherwise too small sample size.
In conclusion, SDEMEMs allow for mechanistic modeling of tumor growth and re-
sponse to treatment including natural sources of variability. These may be useful for power
calculations and optimal design, even in studies where more robust statistical methods
are preferred for confirmatory data analysis.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Auxiliary particle filter for mixed-effects state-space models
In the algorithm below we give a version of the auxiliary particle filter (APF), adapted for
mixed-effects state-space models (SSM). APF was initially proposed by Pitt and Shephard
[1999] to make inference for the latent state of a SSM. For the purpose of obtaining an
unbiased approximation of the likelihood function, we consider Pitt et al. [2012]. For the
case where the SSM has dynamics driven by a stochastic differential equation with no
closed form solution, an appealing proposal function is given in Golightly and Wilkinson
[2011]. Same as for algorithm 2 in the main text, we assume a fixed initial state x0, but
otherwise sampling of particles xl0 ∼ p(x0) should be performed.
Algorithm 4 Auxiliary particle filter (APF) for mixed-effects state-space models
Input: positive integers L and L2, a value for θ. Set time t0 = 0. Everything that follows is conditional on the current
value of θ, which is therefore removed from the notation.
Output: all the pˆ(yij |yi,1:j−1), i = 1, ...,M ; j = 1, ..., ni.
for i = 1, ...,M do
draw φli ∼ p(φi) for all l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Form xli0 := xi0(φli) accordingly and xi0 := (x1i0, ...,xLi0). Set normalised
weights w˜li0 = 1/L for all l ∈ {1, ..., L}.
if j = 1 then
x¯i1:=FirstStagePropagate(xi0, L, L2)
Compute first stage weights ωli1 = p(yi1|x¯li1)w˜li0.
Normalization: ω˜li1 := ω
l
i1/
∑L
l=1 ω
l
i1. Interpret ω˜
l
i1 as the probability for index li1 associated to x¯
l
i1.
Resampling: sample L times with replacement from the probability distribution {li1, ω˜li1}. Denote the sampled
indeces with k1, ..., kL.
Second propagation: sample xli1 ∼ p(xi1|xk
l
i,0).
Compute second stage weights wli1 = p(yi1|xli1)/p(yi1|x¯li1).
Compute pˆ(yi1) =
(∑L
l=1 w
l
i1
L
)∑L
l=1 ω
l
i1.
Normalise: w˜li1 := w
l
i1/
∑L
l=1 w
l
i1.
end if
for j = 2, ..., ni do
x¯ij :=FirstStagePropagate(xi,j−1, L, L2)
Compute ωlij = p(yij |x¯lij)w˜li,j−1.
Normalization: ω˜lij := ω
l
ij/
∑L
l=1 ω
l
ij . Interpret ω˜
l
ij as the probability for index lij associated to x¯
l
ij .
Resampling: sample L times with replacement from the probability distribution {lij , ω˜lij}. Denote the sampled
indeces with k1, ..., kL.
Second propagation: sample xlij ∼ p(xij |xk
l
i,j−1).
Compute second stage weights wlij = p(yij |xlij)/p(yij |x¯lij).
Compute pˆ(yij |yi,1:j−1) =
(∑L
l=1 w
l
ij
L
)∑L
l=1 ω
l
ij .
Normalise: w˜lij := w
l
ij/
∑L
l=1 w
l
ij .
end for
end for
Function x¯ij :=FirstStagePropagate(xi,j−1,L,L2):
for l = 1, ..., L do
Sample xl2ij ∼ p(xij |xli,j−1), for each l2 ∈ {1, ..., L2}.
Compute x¯lij :=
∑L2
l2=1
xl2ij/L2.
end for
Return x¯ij := (x¯
1
ij , ..., x¯
L
ij).
For each of the L particles available at time ti,j−1, the function FirstStagePropagate
propagates forward L2 particles to the next time ti,j, then computes the sample mean from
the cloud of L2 particles. Based on the results of this preliminary propagation, a second
propagation xlij ∼ p(xij|xkli,j−1) simulates particles forward starting from those particles
that appear to be promising candidates, according to the preliminary “exploration” con-
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ducted via the first stage propagation (i.e. the promising particles are those having inde-
ces kl sampled according the first stage weights ω). The obtained approximate likelihood
pˆ(y|θ) = ∏Mi=1{pˆ(yi1|θ)∏n1j=2 pˆ(yij|yi,1:j−1,θ)} is unbiased (Pitt, 2002, Pitt et al., 2012).
With reference to model (5) in the main text, the notation in the APF algorithm is as
follows: the starting total volume is Vi0 := V
surv
i (0) +V
kill
i (0) where V
surv
i (0) = (1−αi)vi0
and V killi (0) = αivi0. Then we have xij := log Vij, hence x¯
l
ij :=
∑L2
l2=1
(log V l2ij )/L2, so
that p(yij|xlij) ≡ N (yij;xlij, σ2ε) and p(yij|x¯lij) ≡ N (yij; x¯lij, σ2ε). In general, for any par-
ticle and regardless of whether this is xlij := log V
l
ij or x
l2
ij := log V
l2
ij , we have that
V lij := (V
kill
ij )
l + (V survij )
l (respectively V l2ij := (V
kill
ij )
l2 + (V survij )
l2), that is the indeces l
(resp. l2) obtained when resampling the total volumes are used to select the “surviving”
and “killed” states. Finally note that for APF (and similarly for the bootstrap filter in
algorithm 2 of the main text) the “best” particles for the total volumes are not necessarily
the best particles for V surv and V kill, when these are considered separately.
Considerations for implementing BSL
For the implementation of the BSL algorithm 3 in the main text, note that multiplicative
constants such as the c(k, v)’s appearing in pˆ(s|θ) are independent of θ, hence these
cancel-out in the likelihood ratio that defines the acceptance probability. To prevent the
MCMC algorithm from reaching a premature halt, we recommend to set pˆ(s|θ) := 0
whenever the argument of ψ(·) in equation (10) is not a positive definite matrix (except
for the starting value θ∗, of course).
Notice the literature on synthetic likelihoods does not indicate strategies for the identi-
fication of informative summary statistics. Procedures for the construction of informative
summaries could be borrowed from the approximate Bayesian computation literature, see
Blum et al. [2013] and Prangle [2015] for reviews, but these do not ensure Gaussianity of
the resulting summaries.
Gaussianity of the summary statistics
The following pertains results in section 5.2 of the main text: Figure 11 gives normal
qq-plots of simulated summaries corresponding to the last draw generated with BSL. All
summaries appear fairly close to normality.
Wider priors for section 5.2
Here we report results obtained by running BSL as in section 5.2, except for considering
less informative priors for log δ¯, σβ and σδ, namely here we used log δ¯ ∼ N (0.7, 1.52),
σβ ∼ InvGam(1, 0.5), σδ ∼ InvGam(1, 0.5). All remaining priors are the same as in
section 5.2. This way most of the prior mass for log δ¯ is contained in [-4,4] (vs [-1.0,2.5] in
Figure 2 of the main article), and for σβ and σδ most of the prior mass is in (0,4] (vs (0,2]).
Results are in Figure 12. We can tell that both σβ and σδ to some extent follow their priors
(similarly to Figure 2 in the main article), that is the available amount of data do not
seem to contain enough information to allow estimation of these parameters. Regarding
the posterior for the (log-)elimination rate log δ¯, we notice a major shift towards smaller
values (as compared to the counterpart in Figure 2 in the main text) however the spread
of the posterior has also increased. It seems that also this parameter is sensitive to its
prior, at least in the small sample scenario.
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Figure 11: Group 3: normal qq-plots for the intra-individual summary statistics generated for a spe-
cific subject from group 3 (sintra1 , ..., s
intra
5 ) as well as inter-individual summaries (s
inter
1 , , ..., s
inter
3 ). All
summaries have been generated in correspondence of the last simulated parameter draw in the MCMC.
Posterior predictive checks
We discuss posterior predictive checks for both the pseudo-marginal Metropolis algorithm
(PMM) and for Bayesian synthetic likelihoods (BSL). Performing posterior predictive
checks when the likelihood is approximated using particle filters, as in the PMM algorithm,
is less immediate. Denote with y∗ a simulated realization from the hypothesized data-
generating model, that is y∗ ∼ p(y∗|θ) where p(y|θ) denotes the likelihood function and y
the observed data. The posterior predictive distribution p(y∗|y) (e.g. Gelman et al., 2013
chapter 6) is given by
p(y∗|y) =
∫
p(y∗|θ)pi(θ|y)dθ
where pi(θ|y) is the posterior of θ. We would like to first simulate θ∗ ∼ pi(θ|y) (which may
be obtained from the PMM output, after burnin), and next y∗ ∼ p(y∗|θ∗). To compare
the predicted distribution of y∗ with the observed data y, we introduce some summary
statistics T (·), and compare T (y) to the distribution of T (y∗) (not to be confused with
the summaries used in the synthetic likelihood approach, s(·)).
Clearly, since p(y|θ) is unknown in closed form, it must be approximated, for example
using algorithms 2-4 to return pˆ(y|θ). In our case, because of the dependence of data y on
unobservables (X,φ), and because of the multidimensional integral in (7) each likelihood
term has an unknown distribution and we cannot sample a y∗ from pˆ(y|θ). A possibility,
which we leave for the interested reader, is to sample for the generic subject i an X∗i from
the filtering distribution p(Xi|yi; θ∗), where θ∗ is a draw obtained via PMM, then form
y∗ij = g(X
∗
ij, ε
∗
ij), with εij ∼ N(0, σ∗2ij) following the notation in model (6). Here X∗i is
a trajectory that it is possible to obtain as a by-product of either algorithm 2 or 4, by
sampling a single index l′ from the cloud of particles obtained at the last time point tini
then follow the genealogy of l′ backwards up to time t0 = 0. The sequence of ancestors of
the particle l′ provides a single path from p(Xi|yi; θ∗).
For BSL the approach is much simpler as we can consider T (y) ≡ s(y). In this case
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Figure 12: Treatment group 3 using less informative priors for log δ¯, σβ and σδ. Marginal posteriors
obtained with synthetic likelihoods (dashed) and prior densities (dotted gray).
we have
p(s∗|s) =
∫
p(s∗|θ)pi(θ|s)dθ
where s := s(y). To sample from p(s∗|s) we plug a draw θ∗ ∼ pi(θ|s) into our model
simulator to obtain a corresponding y∗ ∼ p(y|θ∗), and finally take s∗ = s(y∗), where
clearly s∗ ∼ p(s|θ∗). If we repeat the procedure for all the posterior draws θ∗ returned
by BSL, we can then produce e.g. histograms from the ensemble of all drawn s∗, thus
obtaining an approximation to p(s∗|s).
Notice in particular that p(s|θ) is the true (albeit analytically unknown) likelihood of
the summary statistics, not its BSL approximation. This is because here we are interested
in evaluating the performance of our assumed data-generating model (conditionally on
posterior draws obtained via BSL), and not in testing BSL itself.
Additional posterior predictive checks for section 5.2.1
Here we consider further plots for posterior predictive checks (PPC) produced when using
BSL on group 3, see section 5.2.1 in the manuscript. There we have reported the PPC
for inter-subjects variability (Figure 6 in the manuscript) and the individual intra-subject
variability pertaining to subject 1. Here we report further plots for intra-subject variability
for two additional subjects, namely subject 2 and 3. See Figures 13–14, showing that the
observed summaries are plausible according to the estimated model. Also in this case,
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most observed summaries are consistent with those produced by the prior predictive
distribution.
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Figure 13: Posterior predictive checks for group 3 generated using draws from BSL. Distribution of
the simulated statistics for the intra-subjects variability for subject 2: sintra1 and s
intra
2 (top), s
intra
3 and
sintra4 (middle) and s
intra
5 (bottom). Vertical lines mark the values for the corresponding statistics from
the observed data.
Small study on varying L and N
We reconsider the real data for group 3 analysed in section 5, to assess the sensitivity
of the inference to variations in the number of simulated particles L, when using the
auxiliary particle filter pseudo marginal method (PMM), and to variations in the number
of simulated datasets N when using Bayesian synthetic likelihoods (BSL). For PMM we
always keep the number L2 of particles propagated in the “first stage” constant to L2 = 5.
See algorithm 4 in the main text for details. Results of this study are in Table 4 and are all
produced using R = 20, 000 MCMC iterations (first 6,000 discarded as burnin). The first
column in Table 4 reports the results from the corresponding column in Table 3 from the
main text, that were obtained with (L,N) = (2000, 3000). Then, in the second column
we increase by 50% the values of (L,N). Finally, in the third column we reduce by 50%
the values of (L,N) from the first column.
We notice that PMM returns different results when varying the value of L. This is not
only affecting the posterior variability, but also the location of the mean. See in particular
β¯, δ¯, τ . Results from BSL are much more stable to changes in N . In particular, it is
reassuring that the value of N used to produce results in section 5 (N = 3, 000) does not
produce substantially different results when increased to N = 4, 500. Instead, using N =
1, 500 is not enough to produce a chain for α¯ that is able to reach apparent stationarity
(plot not reported), not even if we use R = 40, 000 iterations; hence N = 1, 500 would
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Figure 14: Posterior predictive checks for group 3 generated using draws from BSL. Distribution of
the simulated statistics for the intra-subjects variability for subject 3: sintra1 and s
intra
2 (top), s
intra
3 and
sintra4 (middle) and s
intra
5 (bottom). Vertical lines mark the values for the corresponding statistics from
the observed data.
be too small in this case. Finally, for the middle column we note a stronger similarity
between results across methods, compared to results from the other columns.
Comparison between the bootstrap filter and the auxiliary par-
ticle filter
In the main text we introduced both the bootstrap filter (BF, algorithm 2) and the
auxiliary particle filter (APF, algorithm 4 in the appendix). In section 5.1 we claim
that “the bootstrap filter [...] is known to degenerate when the measurements noise is
very small, as in our case with σε more than an order of magnitude smaller than log-
volumes. With a small σε it is difficult for particles propagated blindly to “hit” the
narrow support of the density function for the next observation, hence the use of the
auxiliary particle filter.” In this section we compare results obtained using two pseudo-
marginal methods (PMM): the first PMM employs the BF (PMM-BF) and the second one
uses the APF (PMM-APF). Both methods are applied to data from experimental group 3
(i.e. the same data analyzed in section 5.1). In the interest of the comparison, we use the
following setup: for both PMM-BF and PMM-APF we run three MCMC chains, where
each chain is initialized at a different seed for the pseudo-random numbers generation and
at different starting values for the parameters. Of course comparison between PMM-BF
and PMM-APF is consistent, i.e. we use the same seeds and parameter starting values for
the two methods. PMM-BF uses L = 2, 000 particles while PMM-APF uses L = 2, 000
and L2 = 5, just as in section 5.1. The three sets of parameter starting values are in
Table 5. As an illustration of our several comparisons, Figure 15 reports the marginal
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Table 4: Posterior means and 95% posterior intervals: for each parameter we first report exact Bayesian
inference using the auxiliary particle filter PMM and then BSL. PMM always uses L2 = 5 for all cases.
(L,N) = (2000, 3000) (L,N) = (3000, 4500) (L,N) = (1000, 1500)
β¯ 3.33 [2.07,4.64] 3.75 [2.76,4.95] 2.58 [1.33,3.81]
3.93 [2.93,5.04] 3.92 [2.92,5.00] 4.11 [3.22,5.16]
δ¯ 1.14 [0.40,2.32] 1.59 [0.60,3.31] 1.72 [0.54,4.16]
1.52 [0.43,3.68] 1.50 [0.50,3.56] 1.45 [0.51,3.13]
α¯ 0.60 [0.31,0.91] 0.55 [0.22,0.86] 0.59 [0.34,0.88]
0.47 [0.17,0.84] 0.44 [0.12,0.84] 0.69 [0.47,0.91]
γ 1.09 [0.70,1.52] 1.02 [0.67,1.41] 1.26 [0.89,1.68]
0.92 [0.56,1.32] 0.97 [0.61,1.36] 0.95 [0.64,1.45]
τ 1.82 [1.02,2.63] 2.06 [1.28,3.00] 2.28 [1.37,3.45]
1.75 [1.03,2.64] 1.70 [0.99,2.61] 1.61 [0.95,2.39]
σβ 0.51 [0.19,1.67] 0.68 [0.23,1.74] 0.59 [0.22,1.42]
0.59 [0.23,1.28] 0.54 [0.21,1.22] 0.55 [0.24,1.15]
σδ 0.76 [0.26,2.23] 0.55 [0.22,1.22] 0.60 [0.23,1.37]
0.71 [0.25,1.91] 0.75 [0.25,2.17] 0.76 [0.24,2.33]
σα 0.29 [0.15,0.48] 0.40 [0.17,0.88] 0.41 [0.18,0.90]
0.43 [0.14,1.16] 0.47 [0.14,1.50] 0.47 [0.18,1.14]
σε 0.20 [0.19,0.23] 0.20 [0.19,0.22] 0.20 [0.19,0.21]
0.11 [0.07,0.17] 0.11 [0.07,0.16] 0.12 [0.07,0.18]
Table 5: Three sets of parameter starting values used for comparing PMM-BF and PMM-APF.
log β¯ log δ¯ log α¯ log γ log τ log σβ log σδ log σα log σε
set1 -1 -2.20 -0.69 -3.5 -3 -2.3 -3 -1.35 -1.39
set2 1.6 1.6 -0.36 0 0 -0.7 -0.7 -2.3 0
set3 0 1 -0.1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.5 -0.5
posteriors separately for each of the three chains and (in the interest of space) for the first
five parameters only (log β¯, log δ¯, α¯, γ, τ). These are based on the last 10,000 MCMC
draws obtained for each chain. It is clear that when the APF is employed within PMM
results are more stable across simulations, with the exception of α¯ which, once more,
seems to be the most difficult parameter to capture for the given data.
Exact Bayesian inference for ODE mixed-effects models
Here we fit an ordinary differential equations mixed-effects model (ODEMEM) separately
to data from groups 1 and 3, using exact Bayesian inference. These data have already
been analyzed in section 5 of the main text using SDEMEMs. The ODEMEM is given
as equations (1)–(3) in the main text. Same as for the SDEMEM case, we assume a
deterministic initial state vi,0 for all subjects. Hence, parameters of interest are θ =
(α¯, β¯, δ¯, σα, σβ, σδ, σε). The ODEMEM does not involve latent stochastic processes, hence
the likelihood function is available in closed-form, as measurements (observed log-volumes)
arise as independent random samples from the following model
Yij ∼ N (log vi,0 + log((1− αi) exp(βitij) + αi exp(−δitij)), σ2ε). (11)
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Figure 15: Posterior marginals for each of three chains obtained using PMM-BF (left) and PMM-APF
(right). Fitted data are those from group 3.
As such, for given observations on all M subjects y = (y1, ..., yM), the likelihood func-
tion for θ is given by p(y|θ) = ∏Mi=1 p(yi|θ), where each p(yi) is written as p(yi|θ) =∏ni
j=1 p(yij; aij, σ
2
ε), with p(yij; aij, σ
2
ε) the Gaussian density function corresponding to (11)
and evaluated at yij, with mean aij = log vi,0+log((1−αi) exp(βitij)+αi exp(−δitij)). The
corresponding posterior distribution is proportional to p(y|θ)pi(θ) where we use the same
priors pi(θ) as considered for the SDEMEM case (of course here we do not have priors
on τ and γ which are not part of the ODEMEM). This makes the ODEMEM case study
simple to fit using reliable off-the-shelf statistical libraries such as Stan [Carpenter et al.,
2017]. We used the Rstan interface to Stan and the code is available as supplementary
material. We ran 10,000 iterations for 4 chains in parallel. The obtained Rhat equals 1 for
each parameter, this diagnosing apparent convergence. The results reported in Table 3 in
the main text are obtained from 5,000 post-burnin draws for each chain, hence inference
is based on 20,000 draws.
We now report the corresponding posterior predictive checks (PPC). These are simply
obtained by plugging the 20,000 posterior draws into the ODEMEM, and used to simulate
corresponding 20,000 synthetic datasets. As a visual aid for the comparison with the
observed data, we use the summary statistics employed for inference via BSL. For group
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3, Figure 16 gives the PPC for the inter-subjects variability, while Figure 17 gives the PPC
for the intra-subject variability for subject 1 (as an example). There is a minor discrepancy
in the way we compute sintra5 , compared to the one used for BSL inference. In the present
case, where we use the R software to compute the PPC, the function ar.ols returning
coefficients for autoregression of order one is documented to have issues, when an intercept
term is considered in the model and the regression is fitted without taking differences from
the mean of the data (i.e. demean is set to FALSE). We indeed experienced computational
issues and turned to estimating the coefficient β1 of an autoregression without intercept
term. Hence here sintra5 is given by βˆ1 from a model fitted without intercept. PPC seems
to show that the ODEMEM using exact inference is performing satisfactorily. In fact it
performs better (in terms of PPC) than the SDEMEM using BSL, however notice that we
did not obtain PPC for the SDEMEM estimated using PMM. Compare with Figures 6–7
in the main text showing PPC for SDEMEMs obtained using BSL, and we can tell that
while the inter-subjects checks are similar to the ODEMEM case, instead sintra3 , s
intra
4 and
sintra5 are much more precise for the ODEMEM. However we still do not know which model
is best, since posterior inference for ODEMEMs parameters is much more variable than
for SDEMEMs, and estimated residual variability σε is 3-4 times larger for ODEMEMs.
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Figure 16: Posterior predictive checks from ODEMEM fitting of group 3. Distribution of the simulated
statistics for the inter-subjects variability sinter1 (top-left), s
inter
2 (top-right) and s
inter
3 (bottom). Vertical
lines mark the values for the corresponding statistics from the observed data.
BSL inference for ODE mixed-effects models
Here we conduct inference for the ODEMEM fitted to group 3 using BSL (see the previous
section for details on the model). With this model we are required to use a much larger
number of model simulations for each MCMC iteration, in order to reach stationarity and
good mixing for the chains. Interestingly, it seems that inference via the introduction of
summary statistics is here more challenging than in the SDEMEMs case, as if by removing
systemic noise (and corresponding stochastic intensities γ and τ), the resulting synthetic
likelihood is more variable than before. In fact using the usual N = 3, 000 simulated
datasets produces very nonstationary and badly mixing chains. By using N = 20, 000 we
solve this issues, but not the quality of the final inference. In fact, results below show that
the use of inference based on summary statistics is unable to capture most notably σδ.
We have the following posterior means and 95% posterior intervals for subjects in group
3: β¯ = 3.14 [2.33,4.10], δ¯ = 2.06 [0.62,5.55], α¯ = 0.65 [0.27,0.94], σβ = 0.58 [0.27,1.23],
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Figure 17: Posterior predictive checks from ODEMEM fitting of group 3. Distribution of the simulated
statistics for the intra-subjects variability for subject 1: sintra1 (top-left), s
intra
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intra
3 (middle-
left), sintra4 (middle-right) and s
intra
5 (bottom). Vertical lines mark the values for the corresponding
statistics from the observed data.
σδ = 4.60 [2.95,6.93], σα = 0.51 [0.22,1.03], σε = 0.23 [0.13,0.31]. These should be
compared with the second column in Table 3 in the main text. Since the only difference
between the fitting of the SDEMEM and the fitting of the ODEMEM is that in the latter
we have γ = τ = 0, we can only deduce that approximate inference via BSL is facilitated
by the richer stochastic model.
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